Owners’ Clubhouse Gets a Face Lift
President’s Corner

Congratulations to the Winners — Whoever You Are!

As I write this column in mid-February, our annual meeting and election of board members is just about two weeks in the future, so I don’t know which five of the six candidates won. What I do know is that all six candidates are qualified and have a sincere desire to serve the White Eagle community.

The roster of our 2021-2022 board is posted on our website and will be in next month’s Eagle’s Eye.

Last year, many homeowners worked from home. A positive outcome of that for the community at large was that many spent more time and money on exterior upkeep and landscaping so White Eagle looked great! Unfortunately, a handful of homes weren’t maintained to a high standard and were quite noticeable.

This year your board is going to take a more proactive role to identify these “exceptional” properties and work with the owner and occupants of the home to bring the exterior and grounds up to snuff. We believe that early identification of these homes, good communication with the owner, and agreement to a plan for improvement is a strategy that will work well.

You are encouraged to help in this effort. If you see a neighbor’s house that could use some TLC, drop me an email with the address and a brief description of what you think needs improvement and I’ll take it from there. The intent here is not to harass the homeowner, but to work with them. A poorly maintained property drags down the property values of its neighbors and that’s not fair to you.

WHITE EAGLE HOMEOWNERS
Do you have any questions regarding the White Eagle HOA community? If so, please direct your questions to the White Eagle Property Manager by emailing weaglepo@ciraimail.com.

The clubhouse continues to be closed due to COVID-19 and remodeling.
EXCITING NEW LOOK
Complete With HI-TECH Capabilities

The latest much needed renovations to the Owners’ Club started the summer of 2020. The Board felt it was an opportune time to get these renovations underway as the clubhouse is closed due to COVID-19.

Board member, Kathy Tillet says: “The clubhouse renovations we did a number of years ago were mainly cosmetic changes. We had new carpet installed, a fresh coat of paint, new pieces of furniture were purchased for the great room as well as a men’s bathroom renovation.”

Because the Owners’ Club is 30 years old, we determined it was time to replace all the doors in the clubhouse. The exterior wood doors were getting tired and not sealing properly. The decision was made to replace all the exterior wood doors with metal doors along with new exit devices as well. The new doors fit much better and are more energy efficient.

Kathy explains: “Also, unexpectedly, some of the ceiling in the great room fell down late last year. After consulting with several construction experts, rather than just patch the existing ceiling, for safety reasons, they suggested we replace the old ceiling with a new modern acoustic ceiling.”

This was also a good time to update all the lighting with LED energy efficient fixtures in the great room as well. It is now lighter and brighter as well more energy efficient.

What is very exciting is that we now have a brand new, hi-tech meeting facility complete with up-to-date technology, flat screen audio/visual system for meetings for our homeowners to use. Residents will be able to conveniently rent the clubhouse for meetings right here in White Eagle.

Our Wi-Fi system for the Owners’ Club facilities has become sluggish due to high demand users. Browsing slowing to a crawl, the inability to stream, dropped Wi-Fi signals, wireless dead zones—We have experienced all of these problems. It is frustrating in a world where getting online has become, for some, as necessary as breathing. A new improved Wi-Fi system is installed to boost the signal for the HOA, pool area and tennis facilities.

“We are so pleased with our construction team, Bryan Mathis of Mathis Construction, says Kathy. Bryan is a professional, knowledgeable and reliable business owner. He helped guide us make the best decisions to improve the function of the clubhouse.”

We still have a couple of clubhouse renovations on our list. There is a need to update the ladies bathroom, and of course, the kitchen. Renovation dates for these projects have yet to be decided.

Unfortunately, we do not have a date set yet for opening the clubhouse for resident rental usage. Hopefully soon!
According to S&P Global Market Intelligence, around 43 million smart homes in the United States have over 45 million smart home devices. Likewise, Wi-Fi networks have grown more robust and faster to support these products. This post covers essential tips on protecting your smart security system and surrounding Internet of Things (IoT) devices.

A quick browser search will yield any number of worst-case hacking scenarios. From compromised baby monitors to garage door openers, the list goes on.

**Which IoT devices do hackers prefer?**

All smart home products are appealing to hackers. Malicious actors hope to gain access to your home network by exploiting an IoT device's vulnerability. We are living in an age where almost every appliance now has a sensor. Televisions, tablets, and even LED light bulbs have connected apps for download.

Vulnerabilities exist in some networked products. Here are some examples of devices that may be accessible to someone in proximity using a laptop or other Wi-Fi sniffer:

- Smart sprinkler systems
- Smart flood lights
- Remote control garage doors
- Certain automobile systems

The following list shows examples of inside-the-home devices controlled through an app from a smartphone or PC. Some of these devices may use subpar security tokens. Others have vulnerable entry-points left open for maintenance.

- Voice Assistants
- Fitness Trackers
- Smart TVs
- Smart Phones
- Smart Appliances

**How can you lock down the devices designed to give a sense of security and comfort?**

The risk of smart home network hacking is always present. With so many devices using multiple internet protocols, you should use best practices. An excellent place to start is to follow these tips.

1. Change your router’s default password and name frequently.
2. Keep all your devices’ software updated.
3. Install new security standards as they are released.
4. Invest in a Virtual Private Network (VPN).
5. Use two-factor authentication whenever available.
6. Avoid using public Wi-Fi networks.
7. Always change manufacturer default passcodes.
8. Use hard-to-guess passwords on your device accounts.
9. Don’t use the same passwords on multiple devices.
10. Unplug devices that aren’t in use when traveling.

Alarm Detection Systems prides itself on keeping customers in the know.

If you want to learn more about your White Eagle home security system or how it connects to your home network, please give us a call. Our expert help desk is here to help you get the most from your alarm system. Call us at 630-844-5300.
Digging Out

Hang in there folks, spring is just around the corner!

A “Big Thank You” to the Golf Club for snow removal this winter at the Clubhouse. The sidewalks that abut their property were cleared of snow as well. So helpful for us daily dog walkers!
This book inspires us to “plant native” and shows us how to achieve the look we love with native plants. As Charlotte states, “We’re not instinctively aware of the benefits of gardening with native plants. But reading, joining informative groups, and close observation can teach us that native plants provide native birds and butterflies with vital food…. not available from nonnative species.”

I love how the chapters flow from one season to the next, starting with spring, with a “Plant this, not that” format. My gardens will never be exclusively native- If only I knew then, what I know now!

My Sarah Bernhardt peonies are absolutely gorgeous in bloom and then the foliage fills in ever so nicely until it needs to be cut back in late fall. I just read about a way to enjoy peonies for months.

Wrap buds in damp newspaper and keep them in the refrigerator until you want to enjoy them. Cut a couple inches off the stem and put in clean water and watch the show as the buds open. I’m sure that this works because my daughter-in-law, Amy, sent me a bouquet of peonies in bud for my birthday in November. They were fabulous! But I digress... I do have the annual battle with powdery mildew and my Sarahs need to be staked to keep from flopping on the ground in a mess- a real mess when it rains.

One alternative plant (Plant this!) is Baptisia, also known as Wild Indigo. It will grow about the same size as a peony and has lovely blue-green foliage that will stay healthy- HEALTHY!!! all summer long, with no help from me! It is unusually long-lived and the sweet-pea like blooms come in blue, white or yellow. Pods develop from the blooms, turn black and are coveted by many a floral designer. You can leave the pods on the stems for a unique look or bring them in and make a stunning arrangement.

Baptisia is a host plant for many butterflies including the wild indigo duskywing, marine blue and cloudless sulphur. Hummingbirds also come to its nectar. On the other hand, lovely as it is, a peony (Not that!) is just that- lovely. Its heavy, thick blooms are impossible for pollinators to enter for nectar and each bloom needs to be removed when it fades. Don’t worry peonies, I’m keeping you. You’re too lovely to get rid of.

Native plants are getting easier to find. Many plant sales by garden clubs, the Conservation Foundation, local nurseries and even big box stores make it a pleasure to shop for native plants while we support our pollinators and get the look we like in our home landscape.
Homeowners are strongly encouraged to email their completed proxy to WEAGLEPOA@ciramail.com by 11:59 pm, Friday, February 26th. Homeowners who cannot email their proxy can physically deposit their proxy in the mailbox by the Owners’ Club no later than noon on Friday, February 26th.

Proxies for the election of board members will be mailed to homeowners via US Postal Service and via email if we have your email on file. The proxy ballot will have the names of the candidates who completed and submitted their candidacy forms. Open lines on the ballot will be available for write in candidates.

Due to the complexity of conducting a virtual annual meeting for 1,100 homeowners, no proxies will be accepted on Saturday, February 27th. However, homeowners who wish to change any of their votes may do so via email to WEAGLEPO@ciramail.com no later than 10 am on Saturday, February 27th.
Have you been dragging through your days? Can we face down another drear year? Let’s find where we can snag a shot of serotonin. We need to search for whimsy.

Recently I was strangely excited when I spied an ad for a floral steering wheel cover. Some days later, I drove to the store nearby and found it. Usually, what is so whimsical is not available, but there it was: idling in a box with boring black covers. Fulfilled, I proudly stood in line to buy the floral one and couldn’t help but wave it around.

“The police will stop me to ask where I bought it so they can give one to the wife,” I stated rather loudly. “If they have good taste.”

I heard a few giggles.

“Too bad I have no place to go to tempt them,” I said.

Even the burglars are told to stay home; they can’t leave their houses -- or find one unmanned. And former prisoners, released due to COVID, could be within, restless and waiting.

I had seen my horoscope in the newspaper a few days before and noted all its warnings about Mars and Saturn. It also dictated, “Avoid travel and hunker down somewhere peaceful to think... Wait for developments.”

No getaways. How dull can life get? No first down. (I am never so caught up in reading the newspapers that I see my daily horoscope for the day it’s published. Being tardy is good -- I often escape the risky difficulties that were predicted under my astrological sign of Capricorn.)

The well-known pandemic epidemiologist Dr. Anthony Fauci shares my astrological sign and even my Christmas Eve birthday. He turned out more successful than I have, but I had a treacherous birth. My umbilical cord was wound around my neck, cutting off the precious oxygen which otherwise would have endowed monumental brain power. My future was never as exciting as my beginning.

When I acquired that flowery steering wheel cover, my life began looking up. I admit it was a struggle to install by stretching it to fit, but I persisted, turning on the car’s heater to soften the plastic. The clever store’s customers, coming and going in the parking lot, did glance over, perhaps wondering why my car was running. They might have sized up my steering wheel fashion in admiration, then envy.

Although this dramatic cover is definitely priceless to me, it was under $10.00. I actually “paid full price,” for once.

Between COVID and C/capitol surges, we’re under brain gridlock. Life in our country is a case of putting out fires -- a cliché supplanted with “whacking more moles.”

When worry is surging our front door, I retreat to the garage and settle behind my new steering sheath and relish my luck. I caress the ring of whimsy, swollen with the wild pretension of plastic. I dream of sweet road trips to anywhere. Could I be a free agent? I get a grip.

I read my neon yellow rectangle dangling from the passenger-side visor proclaiming: NO SPEED LIMIT ANYMORE. Maybe it could be mistaken for a senior sign and give me a special parking spot near the main door — to anywhere.

Sadly, I haven’t needed my GPS for over a year.

“That steering cover is so bright you can find your car in a dark parking lot,” said my husband Rich, “even if you’re color-blind.” And he warned me against being distracted while driving.

“I can drive and enjoy beauty at the same time. It’s as easy as walking and chewing bubble gum,” I retorted, paraphrasing the government’s boast.

The circular cover’s blue and rosy pink blossoms will fade in the sun if I can’t find a tree to park under. If the three blue flowers fade, they will blend even better with my car’s muted “Still Blue” exterior paint. And with any summer jeans’ pastel shade.

Like the Lincoln SUV Wish List commercial featuring the lady driving up to her door and confronting mayhem within (sitter on her cell, Christmas lights trimming the Dalmatian, drone aiming for the slider door glass), I’ll return to my car’s driver’s seat, power back, and mellow out in a musical sanctuary -- with Sirius or such. I’ll “wait for developments.” And be dazzled by my new bouquet. A fresh interception. I’ll feel the happy hormone of dopamine -- flooding through me. I won’t give two toots.

We assume that the Lincoln commercial lady found some serenity and serotonin, but whimsy would be the best beginning for the rest of her life.

She so needs that wheel of whimsy.
CONTINUED SAFETY MEASURES

In the past months, the Golf Villas successfully completed dryer vent cleanings and strobe light inspections as townhome-living safety measures.

Upcoming safety measures will include gathering information on each unit so emergencies can be contained, handled quickly, and performed efficiently. The data to be collected will include shared sump pump, vehicle, and emergency contact information.

More details will be forthcoming as this data collection project gets underway.

PLEASE REFRAIN FROM FEEDING THE WILDLIFE

Several homeowners have had mice inside their homes which can then migrate to other units. Although it may be tempting to feed birds and squirrels, unfortunately this practice also results in attracting coyotes and other rodents that have serious health impacts. Please note this conduct is in violation of the Golf Villas Rules and Regulations, so please refrain from feeding any wildlife.

DETECTING WATER LEAKS

The Golf Villas HOA pays for our water and prices have risen dramatically in the past few years. Water leaks can add a big expense to our water bills. We are asking that each unit performs the below water checks to determine if there is a leak in your home.

How to Determine If You Have a Water Leak from The City of Aurora

The best method for determining whether a leak exists is to take an actual water meter reading. This method checks the entire internal plumbing system for water leaks. Take a water meter reading just before going to bed, or when no one will use any water for several hours. Take another meter reading in the morning before any water is used, or after a few hours of non-usage.

In theory, the 2 readings should be the same. If they are not, and you cannot account for use by a humidifier, ice cube maker, toilet flush, or water softener, you have a leak and further investigation is recommended.

Leak Sources - Toilet Tanks

From our experience, 90% of the leaks in residential plumbing systems are found at the toilet tank. Malfunctioning water softeners and humidifiers run a distant second and third. We encourage you to check for a leak.

Toilets leak at the bottom of the tank around the flapper plug or at the top of the tank at the overflow tube. To test the flapper plug, carefully remove the lid from the toilet tank and mark the water level in each toilet tank with a pencil. Shut off the water supply to the toilet. If the water level remains on your mark for 10 minutes, then the flapper plug isn’t leaking. If the water level drops below the mark, then the flapper plug is leaking and should be repaired or replaced.

The water level in the toilet tank should be at least 1 inch below the top of the overflow tube. If the water level in the toilet tank is at the top of the overflow tube, that is where a leak may be occurring, and the float which controls the water level in the tank should be adjusted so that the water level in the tank is at least 1 inch below the top of the tube.

Causes - Worn Parts & Misalignment

Toilet tank leaks typically result from worn parts or from misalignment of some part of the flushing mechanism. Most repairs can be done by an experienced "do it yourselfer." If you are not sure you can handle the job, call a plumber. It’s important to stop the leak.

Possible Toilet Leak Sources
1. The flapper valve and valve seat have deteriorated or corroded.
2. The flushing arm and lift chain are not working properly.
3. The water level in the tank is too high and spills into the overflow tube.
4. The float rod, ballcock and/or float ball are corroded.

Water leaks are costly. A "typical" toilet leak at today's rates can add $300 to a single water bill. Our information is provided as a courtesy with hopes of action on your part, which may minimize an unnecessary waste of water and expense to you.
In that we have many new residents since we last published the Coyote article and we are heading into mating season, we thought it advisable to republish our 2020 Coyote article.

In approximately 48 states in the US, coyotes are making their appearance in suburban and urban communities, including Naperville. They are a protected species in Illinois and there is little we can do except learn how to deal with this carnivorous neighbor. (Note 1)

First, before giving some how to deal with coyote suggestions from “The Humane Society of the US”, a couple of points. (Read link listed at the end of this article for complete information.)

Coyote breeding season typically peaks in late February and early March. During this period, male coyotes become more aggressive and pose an enhanced threat to your dog, cat or small pet.

Coyotes are smart and can learn your habits/timing of letting your furry critters out, etc., so vary your habits and timing. It is important that you not leave food sources, open garbage, or water outside and watch your pets.

In the summer months coyote mange can be an issue – “Zombie Coyotes” – and we will have an article on this later on in the spring.

*GUIDELINES FOR DISCOURAGING NEIGHBORHOOD COYOTES

Generally, coyotes are reclusive animals who avoid human contact. Coyotes who have adapted to urban and suburban environments, however, may realize there are few real threats and may approach people or feel safe visiting even when people are present.

HAZING

Hazing is a method that makes use of deterrents to move an animal out of an area or discourage an undesirable behavior or activity.

Methods of Hazing

• Yelling and waving your arms while approaching the coyote
• Noisemakers: loud voice, whistles, air horns, bells, “shaker” cans full of marbles or coins, or pots/lids/pie pans banged together
• Projectiles: sticks, small rocks, cans, tennis balls or rubber balls – don’t throw directly at Coyote!
• Other: hoses, water guns with vinegar water, spray bottles with vinegar water, pepper spray or bear repellent

The simplest method of hazing a coyote involves being loud and large: stand tall, wave your arms, and yell at the coyote, until they run away.

If a coyote has not been hazed before, they may not immediately run away when you yell at them. If this happens, you may need to increase the intensity of your hazing.

DOG-WALKING TOOLS

There are several tools that you can carry with you while walking your pets that can be used to repel coyotes.
• Homemade noisemakers
• Whistle or small air horn (you can purchase small air horn “necklaces”)
• Squirt guns
• Pepper spray
• Sticks or other objects to throw towards (but not at) the coyote

IMPORTANT THINGS TO REMEMBER

• Never run away from a coyote!
• The coyote may not leave at first, but if you increase the intensity of your hazing, they will run away.
• Don’t corner them!
• If the coyote runs away a short distance and then stops and looks at you, continue hazing until he leaves the area entirely.
• Keep a close eye on your pets and do not let them outside alone!

KEEP YOUR PETS SAFE!

Disclaimer: Your White Eagle Club Property Owners Association Board Members DO NOT recommend any course of action in dealing with coyotes as we are NOT EXPERTS in this field. We do suggest you exercise caution in encountering these wild predators, especially if they appear sick or injured.


Note 1 – It appears Illinois Law allows coyotes to be hunted and trapped with proper licenses and other criteria.
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The appearance of an advertisement in this newsletter should not be interpreted as an endorsement of the product, service or provider in the advertisement. The WECPOA nor Allegra Marketing Print Mail are not responsible or liable for the content of any advertisement published herein.

Submit your articles, stories and photos to editor Jan Foster at fosterpbs@msn.com by the 14th of the month.

NO CONTRIBUTION IS TOO SMALL!
Regardless of the time of year, it is never safe to go out on the water – even when it appears to be frozen. Ice thickness and strength are difficult to determine and can be affected by factors including pond depth, varying temperatures and aerators designed to keep water moving. Fluctuating temperatures during the freezing process can create thin spots that are unsafe for people, yet invisible to the untrained eye.

To avoid injury from falling through thin ice, please stay off the ice on all retention ponds. PARENTS SHOULD TEACH CHILDREN ABOUT THE DANGERS OF PONDS IN WINTER AND THE IMPORTANCE OF STAYING AWAY FROM ICE.

This winter there have been too many instances in White Eagle which our Security Patrol either observed or was called by a resident about children on the ice on the ponds in our neighborhood. Last year, a megaphone was purchased for our Security Patrol for the main purpose of communicating with people on the ice.

Most of the golf course ponds are 3’ to 6’ deep, but some of the ponds (such as the pond behind the Owners’ Club and Fawn Lake) are much deeper, greater than 15’ deep. It is extremely dangerous to walk on the ice.

Please tell your children it is not safe to play on the ice. Here is a link to an article that gives the science of freezing ice. www.wikihow.com/Know-When-Ice-is-Safe

DANGER – STAY AWAY – DO NOT GO ON THE ICE!!!

Excellent technique from start to finish!

OUR PROGRAMS
Group Lessons • Private Lessons • Parent/Tot
Adult Lessons • Lap Swim

PRIVATE & GROUP SWIM LESSONS
THAT FOCUS ON SWIM TEAM READINESS

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Our sister company, Pool Guards, Inc. is hiring lifeguards and managers for pools in the surrounding area.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: 630-692-1500
www.dupageswimmingcenter.com
520 N. Oakhurst Drive • Aurora, IL 60502
Candidates vying for seats at the CITY COUNCIL dais include incumbents: John Krummen and Dr. Benny White, and challengers Mark Urda, Vincent Ory, Jennifer Bruzan Taylor, Vasavi Chakka, Ian Holzhauer, James Haselhorst, Paul Leong, Allison Longenbaugh, and Lucy Chang Evans.

According to the DuPage County Board of Elections, the candidates expected to be on the School Board ballots include DISTRICT 204: Allison Fosdick. Marina Kosak, Shannon Adcock, Laurie Donahue, Yanmei May Liang, Saba Haider, Susan Taylor-Demming, Supna C. Jain, Kader Sakkaria, Rajesh Narayan, and Robert O. Harris.

NAPERVILLE PARK DISTRICT COMMISSIONER candidates are: Lee Kaseska, Nag Jaiswal, Mary Gibson, Leslie Ruffing, Rhonda Ansier, Alison Thompson, Nathan Wilson and incumbent Mike King.

The race is for the Wheatland Township positions are: Michael Crowner, Candidate for Township Supervisor; Anita Liskey, Candidate for Township Clerk; Tom Wieser, Candidate for Highway Commissioner; Khadija Sufi, Candidate For Township Trustee; Steve Baun, Candidate For Township Trustee; Kelly Hickey, Candidate For Township Trustee; Terry Jones, Candidate For Township Trustee; Arian Ahmadpour, Tax Collector and Cemetery Manager

Make sure you become familiar with the elected officials.

Remember!
Follow our protocols to remain safe. Wear a mask. Keep your distance. Wash your hands often.
Residents are reminded to keep fire hydrants clear of snow and ice. It takes a small amount of time to shovel out a fire hydrant and that amount of time could turn out to be lifesaving if a fire breaks out in your home or a neighbor’s home.

Critical time is wasted when firefighters arrive on the scene of a fire and must dig out a hydrant covered in snow.

Here are some notes about keeping fire hydrants clear during the winter months.

• Clear a path from the hydrant into the street so firefighters can access it.
• Remove snow and ice three feet all around the hydrant, so firefighters have enough room to work.
• Try to remove any ice that might have formed on the hydrant itself.
Pet Tales
By the Naperville Area Humane Society
1620 W. Diehl Road | Naperville | 630-420-8989

Bella | Female | 1 Year Old

I have what some might call “off the chart” energy. Are you an active person? Would you like to play games with me? How about helping me learn by taking me to some fun training classes? I’m really smart, and I don’t know yet how to work with all my energy, so I’ll need a family who truly is dedicated to helping me succeed. I’m friendly and fun, and I like other dogs if they can handle my play style. Kids in my new home should be at least 16 years old, and no cats, please.

Binky | Male | 1 Year Old

I’m super sweet and I welcome a good back scratch or belly rub - just on my terms. Those of you that have owned cats already “get” me. I can have what some might call a “cattitude” problem, but it’s usually short lived. My innocent eyes alone are enough to soften that blow. Don’t confuse my name with me being a “young lad”. I’m just figuring out what kinda guy I really am beyond handsome (as you can tell). Life has already re-started for me once and I’d like to think my next stop is fur-ever. On a positive note, I think I’m lookin’ good and feline even better!

Win!
2021 AIRSTREAM

$100 buys you a 1 in 2,000 chance to win a 2021 Airstream Bambi!
*Retail value $51,500.

Purchase your raffle tickets at https://www.naperhumane.org/airstream-raffle

You can purchase as many raffle tickets as you wish, subject to availability.
(Only 2,000 tickets are being sold.)
The cost of one raffle ticket is $100. Each raffle ticket grants one entry into the raffle.
The winner may elect to receive a cash prize of $30,000 in lieu of the Airstream.

The raffle is open to all persons age 18 and over who have a U.S. address.
Only the individual that purchased the ticket is eligible to win.
The potential winner of the raffle will be randomly selected on June 5, 2021 at Naperville Area Humane Society, 1620 W. Diehl Road, Naperville, IL 60563.
Winner does not need to be present to win. Good Luck!

Adoptable Pets of the Month...

Thank you for supporting our homeless friends!
#1 White Eagle Agents

The Weikum Women
THE RE/MAX LUXURY COLLECTION

#1 in Sales in White Eagle for the Past 24 Years!

Active Listings

2323 Fawn Lake Cir.

2021 Sold/Closed

3152 Aviara Ct.

1593 Aberdeen Ct.

2020 Sold/Closed

2319 Fawn Lake Cir.

2464 Fawn Lake Cir.

1604 Winerie Ct.

3990 Winerie Ave.

3639 White Eagle Dr.

4211 Legend Ct.

3447 White Eagle Dr.

3543 Scottsdale Cir.

3355 White Eagle Dr.

2251 Sable Oaks Dr.

2704 Cotton Creek Ct.

3964 Paradise Canyon Ct.

1515 Harbour Towne Pl.

1503 Greenbriar Pl.

Brought Buyer

1540 Aberdeen Ct.

1481 Aberdeen Ct.

The Weikum Women

White Eagle Property Owner Since 1987
Proud Diamond Sponsor of White Eagle Elementary, White Eagle Swim Team, & Wauconda Valley High School. Original White Eagle Golf Member from its inception.

Collette Weikum
Broker
(630) 878-9402
cweikum1@aol.com

Ondrea Weikum Grill
Broker - Certified LUXURY
Home Marketing Specialist
(630) 878-9403
Ondrea@OndreaGrill.com
The WEIKUM WOMEN can help sell your home quickly and with ease.

Our experience in working with our many customers in White Eagle throughout the years is UNPRECEDENTED.

Homes for sale in White Eagle are low and so are mortgage rates. That means it’s a SELLER’S market.

Take action now and contact us to move your home to the SOLD column.

White Eagle has always been a highly desirable place to live and raise a family!

The Real Estate Market is HOT!

The Weikum Women

Collette Weikum Broker
(630) 878-9402
cweikum1@aol.com

White Eagle Property Owner Since 1987
Proud Diamond Sponsor of White Eagle Elementary, White Eagle Swim Team, & Wauconda Valley High School. Original White Eagle Golf Member from its inception.

Ondrea Weikum Grill Broker - Certified LUXURY Home Marketing Specialist
(630) 878-9403
Ondrea@OndreaGrill.com
LOVE LIVING @ WHITE EAGLE

Hire the professional who will pay attention to all the details of your transaction!

Trust Worthy!
Negotiator!
Innovative!
Works 24/7 to ensure a seamless transaction.

Jill Clark, Team Leader
Your White Eagle Specialist and Neighbor for over 26 years.
630.853.4467
BEST SELLERS MARKET IN 20 YEARS!

NOT READY TO SELL YOUR WHITE EAGLE HOME YET?
CALL JILL ABOUT GETTING YOUR HOME ON THE
PRIVATE LISTING NETWORK!

Ask me what is the Private Listing Network?

✓ No market time recorded!
✓ No photos needed (just a great copywriter like Jill)
✓ A Price Range can be posted (unlike the MLS where an exact price is required)
✓ Showings can be extremely limited! Now is the TIME!!!
Effective Affordable Health Care

- State of the art complex
- Certified Chiropractic Sports Physicians
- Rehabilitation Specialists & Licensed Massage Therapists
- Offering treatment, education and prevention programs for professional and amateur athletes
- Personalized optimization plans created just for you
- Certified acupuncturist for sports, stop smoking and weight loss
- Affordable care plans available

All national health care plans include chiropractic coverage

RAPID Testing
Schedule an appointment at rapidcovidtestillinois.com
RESULTS IN 15 MINUTES!

WHITNEY CENTER

Chiropractic, Sports & Rehabilitation
2860 Showplace Dr., Ste. 110 • Naperville, IL 60564
630.922.7777
6454 S. College Rd. • Lisle, IL 60532
630.357.BACK (2225)
www.whitneydc.com

AccuMax, Inc.
HEATING & COOLING

FATHER AND SON SINCE 1990.
WE TREAT YOU THE WAY WE WANT TO BE TREATED... HONEST, RELIABLE AND STRAIGHT FORWARD.
A SMALL FAMILY-OWNED LOCAL BUSINESS.

630-717-9773

CALL ERICA WITH ANY QUESTIONS!
FINE LINE LANDSCAPING

WEEKLY CUTS STARTING AT $25/WEEK

SERVICES INCLUDE:
- Mowing
- Mulching
- Leaf Blow
- Bush/Tree Trimming & Shaping

No Contracts
Pay Monthly or by Service

TEXT/CALL:
Luke, Owner/Operator
630.432.4628

---

Coming in HOT!!

Low inventory is causing home prices to appreciate rapidly!

This will not last. If you are thinking of selling, NOW IS THE TIME!

Don’t leave money on the table. In this fast paced market, now it’s more important than ever to hire an expert who understands how quickly prices are appreciating!

Take the first step... Call me today! 630.207.7001

Penny O'Brien
630.207.7001 | penny.obrien@bairdwarner.com

- Newsweek America’s Best Realtor 2020
- 2020 Chicago Agent Magazine Who’s Who
- #1 Realtor for 60564, MLS Infosparks
- Sold $33+ Million in 2020
- Glancer Magazine Readers Choice Award 2020
PUZZLER PAGE

AKA Sparrow Grass

Across

Down

6. The headline is a clue to the answer in the diagonal.

Serengeti animals


ALPACA HIPOS RHINO
BUFFALO HYENA TAPIR
CAMEL HYrax TIGER
CHEETAH IMPALA TOPI
DEER KULAN WARTHOG
DIK DIK LEMUR WATERBUCK
DONKEY LEOPARD WILDEBEEST
ELEPHANT LION YAK
GAZELLE MEERKAT ZEBRA
HARTEBEEST MONKEYS

March PANDEMICS wordoku

How to solve wordoku puzzles

You only need logic and patience to solve a wordoku.

Simply make sure that each 3x3 square region has only one letter from the word Vineyards. Similarly, each letter can only appear once in a column or row

in the larger grid. The difficulty on this puzzle is medium.
Preemo Painting & Repairs is a third generation family operated business specializing in custom interior designs and complete exterior restorations. Catering to the Naperville and Aurora area since 1995.

Our specialties also include repairing or replacing weather damaged windows, window sills and brick molding. We offer superior quality & service at affordable prices.

Anthony Carroso
630.673.9555
Email: preemopainting@sbcglobal.net
www.preemopainting.com

Your home is one of your BIGGEST investments! Cedar is one of the most beautiful and durable exteriors. Our cedar siding experts have the experience and craftsmanship needed to repair and restore your home.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Preemo Painting & Repairs is a third generation family operated business specializing in custom interior designs and complete exterior restorations.

Call now for a FREE estimate...
15% OFF ALL EXTERIOR & INTERIOR WORK!
Expires 4/15/21

Breathe new life into your home with Preemo’s interior design.

We Care About Your Home As Much As You Do!

Fully Insured • References Available
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Your home is one of your BIGGEST investments! Cedar is one of the most beautiful and durable exteriors. Our cedar siding experts have the experience and craftsmanship needed to repair and restore your home.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Preemo Painting & Repairs is a third generation family operated business specializing in custom interior designs and complete exterior restorations.

Call now for a FREE estimate...
15% OFF ALL EXTERIOR & INTERIOR WORK!
Expires 4/15/21

Breathe new life into your home with Preemo’s interior design.

We Care About Your Home As Much As You Do!

Fully Insured • References Available

Anthony Carroso
630.673.9555
Email: preemopainting@sbcglobal.net
www.preemopainting.com
Investment Management and Financial Planning

CHARLES BROWN, CFP®
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™
at M. Brown Financial Advisors

“Contact me to discuss how the right investment portfolio, combined with in-depth financial planning, can help you reach your financial goals.”

INDEPENDENT | WHITE EAGLE RESIDENT

773.800.0252
cbrown@mbrownltd.com
www.thenapervillefinancialplanner.com
2728 Forgue Drive, Suite 100
Naperville, IL 60564


Accurate Plumbing of Illinois, Inc.

March Plumbing Special
$30.00 off Any Water Heater Replacement

Your Most Trusted Plumber!

$20 off Any Service Work
630.660.5561

Can Not be combined with any other discounts. Offer Expires 03-31-21. Just mention this coupon!!

Licensed Bonded Insured
Dear Residents,

The Wheatland Township Road District wants you and your children to be safe and informed during emergencies in our area. These may include public safety threats, dangerous weather, and traffic advisories. Information is key, and we strongly encourage you to sign up to receive text message alerts directly from the Wheatland Township Road District.

Registering for alerts is easy — simply text your Zip Code to **888777** and you’ll be informed and instructed when necessary.

**TEXT YOUR ZIP CODE TO 888777 TO SIGN UP FOR ALERTS**

Please contact us with any questions or concerns:
**630-717-0092 or info@wtrd.org**
Wheatland Township Road District
4232 Tower Ct., Naperville, IL 60564

**Bill Alstrom**
Wheatland Township Highway Commissioner
LOSE FAT AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT!

Contour Light is the latest advancement in non-invasive body contouring technology.

Contour Light will help you slim down those areas that are resistant to diet and exercise: waist, hips, thighs, arms and chin.

Lose 5 to 20 inches in less than a month, while supporting detoxification and more youthful skin! No surgery, no pain, no recovery time.

Lose 5 to 20 inches in less than a month!

SPECIALIZING IN...
- Neck & Back Pain
- Shoulder Pain
- Sciatic Pain
- Migraine Headaches
- Scoliosis

TREATMENTS...
- Chiropractic Care
- Acupuncture
- Massage Therapy
- Nutrition
- Lifestyle Advice

www.bucharfamilychiro.com

3075 Book Rd.
Naperville, IL 60564
630-857-3542

3015 E. New York St.
Aurora, IL 60504
630-820-1330

We Love Your Referrals!

Refer your favorite business to advertise in your newsletter.
Contact Katherine at katherine@allegranaperville.com or call 630-337-6714 today with your referral!
FREE Starbucks gift card with paid tax return!

SERVING THE LOCAL COMMUNITY SINCE 1997

• UP TO DATE ON TAX CHANGES
• FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAXES
• INDIVIDUAL AND BUSINESS TAXES
• FAFSA AND COLLEGE PLANNING
• RETIREMENT TAX PLANNING
• FBAR AND STREAMLINE ASSISTANCE

OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY WITH EVENING, WEEKEND AND VIRTUAL APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

2752 FORGUE DR. SUITE 100-B NAPERVILLE, IL 60564 (BEHIND PET SUPPLIES PLUS ON RT. 59)

CHAWLACPA.COM 630-922-8600

Like us on Facebook @CHAWLACPA

WE PLAN FOR YOUR SUCCESS!

CHAWLA & Associates CPAs

FREE Starbucks gift card with paid tax return!

Every tree needs a champion.

RESIDENTIAL AND ASSOCIATION TREE AND SHRUB CARE SERVICES

PRUNING
FERTILIZATION
INSECT & DISEASE MANAGEMENT
REMOVAL
CABLING & BRACING
SOIL ANALYSIS
ROOT CARE
LIGHTNING PROTECTION
TREE STRUCTURE EVALUATION

Servicing Naperville and Associations Near You.

Local Office: 630-960-4001
bartlett.com/bolingbrook-il
4 Offices in the Chicagoland Area

The F.A. Bartlett Tree Expert Company
Hyline Dental
EXCELLENCE IN DENTISTRY

Tour the office... Meet the staff!

We welcome you to visit Hyline Dental and experience our NEW, state-of-the-art Digital Dental Clinic and our relaxed and friendly environment that is welcoming to the entire family.

SERVICES OFFERED:
- Nitrous Oxide Sedation (laughing gas)
- Digital Scanning
- Digital X-Rays
- Wisdom Teeth Extraction
- Rotary Root Canals
- Laser Gum Treatment
- Zirconia Crowns (no metal)
- Veneers
- Bridges
- White Color Fillings
- Invisalign®
- Ortho for Adults and Kids
- Dentures & Partials
- Teeth Whitening
- Dental Implants

New Patients Always Welcome!

Emergencies and Same Day Appointments Available!

When it comes to your comfort and care, our doctors and our friendly and dedicated team matters the most. Though hi-tech gadgets can never replace personal attention, the right technology plays an important role in making your visits as pleasant, efficient and productive as possible.

If you are looking for prompt and personal attention in a soothing and pleasing atmosphere, please don’t hesitate to call us at 630.723.6333

Hours of Operation
Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 9 am - 5 pm
Saturday 9 am - 3 pm
Thursday & Sunday Closed

Conveniently located at 1301 S. Route 59, Unit #107
Naperville, IL 60564 | 630.723.6333
SW Corner of Montgomery Rd. & Rt. 59 Next to U.S. Bank
www.HylineDental.com

ROYAL FALCON ENTERPRISES, INC.

QUALITY MASONRY & EXTERIOR WORK

WE SPECIALIZE IN
- Exterior Renovations
- EIFS Replacements
- Exterior Maintenance

WE INSTALL
- Brick/Thin Brick
- Natural/Cultured Stone
- Cedar/Cement Siding
- Indoor/Outdoor Fireplaces
- Outdoor Kitchens/BBQ

EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE
- Caulk Repair/Replacement
- Tuckpoint/Crack Repair
- Cedar Siding Repair/Painting
- Deck&Railing Repair/Staining
- Flashing Repair/Replacement

CONTACT US FOR
- Free Estimate
- Visual Computerized Design
Phone (630) 406-0001
E-mail mail@royalfalcon.net
Visit Us At www.royalfalcon.net
CERTIFIED LUXURY MARKETING SPECIALISTS

EXPERIENCED AGENTS W/ $88 MILLION IN CLOSED SALES

WHAT CAN THE ROSS-TANDON TEAM OFFER YOU & YOUR LUXURY PROPERTIES?

WE ARE TOP PRODUCERS AND RECIPIENTS OF THE HIGHEST DESIGNATION IN REAL ESTATE - THE CERTIFIED LUXURY HOME MARKETING SPECIALIST™. THIS UNIQUE DESIGNATION IS ONLY GIVEN TO AGENTS WITH PROVEN SALES IN THE LUXURY MARKET. YOU CAN BE ASSURED THAT WE HAVE WHAT IT TAKES TO SELL IN THIS MARKET NO MATTER THE PRICE OF THE HOME.

WE OFFER A TARGETED MARKETING PLAN THAT ENSURES THE HIGHEST EXPOSURE TO BUYERS AND DEDICATION TO A RELATIONSHIP BASED TRANSACTION THAT IS ABOVE AND BEYOND ANYTHING YOU’VE SEEN.

LUXURY IS OUR SERVICE... NOT THE PRICE

CALL US FOR A FREE MARKET ANALYSIS AND CONSULTATION

ROSS-TANDON TEAM @ BAIRD & WARNER
331-213-9585
ROSSTANDONHOMES.COM
MARKET. GROW. REPEAT.

Capture Your Audience's Attention!
Brochures • Banners • Event Signs • Promo Items • And More!

Ask about our new poster printer

Call today 630-337-6714
Email Katherine@allegranaperville.com
www.allegranaperville.com
New Windows Instantly Improved This Home From Ugly & Drafty to Beautiful & Energy Efficient

WHITE EAGLE HOMEOWNERS:
Very limited time!
Offer expires April 30th

Buy 1, Get 1 40% off
Windows & Patio Doors

AND $200 off your project

Chad Lefkowitz has been a local resident of Naperville for over 20 years. He is a Design Consultant with Renewal by Andersen and would be happy to meet with you about replacing the windows and doors in YOUR home, so you can enjoy benefits like:

✓ Energy-efficient windows that help save money
✓ Increased curb appeal thanks to beautiful new windows
✓ Windows and doors that are easy to open and close

Call today to take advantage of our special discount for White Eagle homeowners – only available until April 30!

*DETAILS OF OFFER: Offer expires 4/30/21. Valid only with other offers or prior purchases. Buy one (1) window or entry/retirement door, get one (1) window or entry/retirement door 40% off, and 12 months to pay down, no monthly payments, 0% interest when you purchase four (4) or more windows or entry/retirement doors. Costs windows and entry/retirement doors are less than or equal to lowest cost window or entry/retirement door in the order. Additional prices for your project, minimum purchase of four (4), taken after initial discount, where you purchase by appliance. Subject to credit approval. Interest is based during the promotional period, but all interest is waived if the purchase amount is paid before expiration of the promotional period. Financing for Renewal by Andersen consumer loan programs is provided by federally insured, federal and state-chartered financial institutions without regard to age, race, color, religion, national origin, gender, or familial status. Savings comparison based on purchase of a single unit at list price. Available at participating locations and other applies throughout the service area. See your local Renewal by Andersen location for details. License number available upon request. Same Renewal by Andersen locations are independently owned and operated. "Renewal by Andersen" and all other marks where denoted are trademarks of Anderson Corporation. © 2021 Anderson Corporation. All rights reserved. 10280204

CALL BY APRIL 30 for your FREE in-home or virtual consultation

630-796-0017

The Better Way to a Better Window
JENNIFER BRUZAN TAYLOR
for Naperville City Council

.promoting local businesses
Protecting Public Safety
Pursuing Responsible Development

Endorsements from Our Community
Paul Hinterlong
City Council Member
Rebecca Boyd Obarski
Former City Council Member
Dr. Mary Ann Bobosky
A Naperville Hometown Hero

Vote for #6 on April 6
Jennifer Bruzan Taylor

www.taylorfornaperville.com
Paid for by Taylor for Naperville

Our Heritage • Your Future

AB Painting
Since 1981
Anhalt-Barr

With AB Painting you can expect:
- Superior Customer Service
- Quality, Honesty & Integrity
- Exquisite Attention to Details

CONTACT US TODAY!
WEBSITE: AnhaltBarrpainting.net
OFFICE: 630-229-0626
HELP WANTED!

With there being the least number of homes for sale in over 15 years, this is great news for sellers. Yet, this is a big challenge for buyers.

While we have the lowest interest rates in recent history, we need inventory to sell to our many great qualified buyers.

I need YOUR help! Are you or someone you know even just considering selling? Call me immediately!

Is Right Now the Right Time to Sell?

HOME SHOWINGS
+63.5% compared to last year

INVENTORY OF HOUSES FOR SALE
-39.6% compared to last year

BIDDING WARS
3+ offers received, on average

Why should you call Julie?

- Customized market strategies to get your home sold
- 26 years experience and over $800,000,000 in Career Sales
- Most Homes SOLD 2007 - 2020
- Crain’s Chicago Business Notable Real Estate Agent
- Baird & Warner Founders Club
- Chicago Agent Magazine 5 Star Agent
- 100 Most Influential Real Estate Agents in Illinois
- Real Trends America's Best Real Estate Agents
- Named Top 1% of Agents Nationwide-Real Trends
- Certified Military on Move Agent
- 5 Star Zillow Agent
- Move Safe Certified-keeping clients safe during COVID 19

Julie Kaczor | Direct: 630.718.3508 | julie.kaczor@bairdwarner.com
Our Children, Our Community, Our Future

- Critical Thinking in the Age of Disinformation
- Future Ready Education
- Making Learning Relevant to Real-World Experiences
- Fiscal Discipline

Rajesh Narayan
For School Board 204

VOTE APRIL 06

Email: rajfor204@gmail.com
Phone: 630-672-5470
Facebook: /RAJESHFOR204

WWW.RAJESHFOR204.COM
White Eagle Club

Allegra Marketing • Print • Mail
2200 Ogden Avenue, Suite 550, Lisle, IL 60532

COST-EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING | NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN | MONTH TO MONTH | IT’S AFFORDABLE & IT WORKS!

$5 OFF a $20 ORDER on a Tuesday or Wednesday

Scan for chance to win a FREE NY PIZZA

---

Call Allegra for ideas that deliver.
ALLEGRA
MARKETING • PRINT • MAIL
630.963.9100
allegranaperville.com

Naperville’s #1 choice for in-home carpet, upholstery & area rug cleaning since 1957!

633 N. Washington Street
630-961-1312

---

**Good for one (1) offer per person or family on a single Tuesday or Wednesday phone-in or online order through May 26, 2021 on a purchase of $20 or more. Tax and delivery charge not included. Offer cannot be combined with any other offer, special, or discount. No cash value. USE PROMO CODE HOA20EAG (OZ)